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MEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1912.

VOL, 49

ROOSEVELT ATTACKS

i

WOMEN HIDDEN
IN DARK MINE

UTAH COPPER

ESCAPED REBELS

COMPANY IS

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 10. A story
ot how six American women remained In a mine tunnel for two days and
a half during the attack by Mexican
rebels on the mining camp of El
Tigre in the state of Sonora, Mexico,
was brought here today by J. W.
Walcolmson, of Kansas City, consulting engineer of the El Tigre Mining STRIKERS JEER AT MEN WHO GO TO
company.
WORK IN PITS, BUT THERE HAS
When the surrender of the camp,
IS ON RECORD AS BEING OPHE DECLARES THAT STUDENT POLITICIAN
demanded by the rebel general, SalaBEEN NO SHOOTING AS YET
POSED TO FEDERAL LEGISLATION TO PROHIBIT CHILD LABOR IN MILLS zar, was refused, the women who were
wives of company officials, were reIS WORN OUT
AND FACTORIES OF EASTERN CITIES-WI- LSON
placed in the tunnel with provisions
Bingham, Utah, Oct. 10. The Utah
to last for several days. They were Copper company, which has been idle
accompanied by a guard of Americans since the beginning of the miners'
who had thirty rifles and 5000 rounds strike, three weeks ago, started work
of ammunition. When Salazar enter- this morning and probably will put its
ANY ONE ATTACKS ME I
bom- steam shovels into commission this
ed the camp after a thirty-hou- r

WILSON'S POSITION ON

REOPENED

DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM

"WHEN

"

JUDSON HARMON
IS HONORED IN
SAN FRANCISCO

NO.

206

GOOD ROADS BRIGADE

San Francisco, Calif. Oct 10. Gov.
Judson Harmon, of Ohio, was sched-- j
uled today to take possession formal- ly of the site selected for the Ohio
state building at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition in 1915. The formal pro- gram of the day began with a lunch-- j
eon to the governor, his staff and the
Ohio
exposition commissioners, a
luncheon being tendered Mrs. Harmon at the same time. United States MISS O'NIEL FINDS THE DUKE CITY A LIVE SPOT
infautry were to be paraded. After
TOO LOVELY FOR ANY US- E- SENATOR CATRON
the review, the formal acceptance of
the Ohio building site at Harbor View
DRESS FOR BETTER HIGHWAYS AND AGREES
was scheduled.

TAKES BIG STATE FAIR
BY STORM, SAYS NAN

i

ONCE,

AND THE PEOPLE JUST
MAKES
WITH

A

THE

STRONG

AD-

GOVERNOR

ANYHOW

COAL LAND
GRABBERS ARE
DONA ANA COUNTY TAKES THE LEAD
FOUND GUILTY
FOR BETTER HIGHWAYS IN STATE
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 10. Guilty as

bardment, he told the Americans he afternoon.
knew rifles and ammunition were
Fighting was reported at the Utah
secreted in the tunnei and demanded Consolidated, which resumed operathem. Five rifles and 500 rounds of tions yesterday.'; The patrol of deputy charged, was the verdict of the jury!
ammunition were brought out.
sheriffs has been extended throughout today in the cases of C. E. Houston
Superior, Wis., Oct. 10. "I prob- gressive party's presidential electors.
After the rebels evacuated upon the the district. Large parties of men be and John H. Bullock, tried in the fed-- ;
The
for
to
BY NAN O'NEIL.
attorney general appeared'
through this state. Mr. Potter indiably shouldn't make the reference
approach of federal reinforcements, lieved to be strikebreakers arrived eral court on a charge of conspiracy
N. M., Oct. 10. The cated the danger of the
Air. Wilson that I am going to make," the secretary of state and agreed to the women returned to daylight.
Albuquerque,
on coal contracts in Alaska.
highway gothis
The
morning.
New ing over another route, leaving New
said Colonel Roosevelt here today, an immediate hearing before Judge
Most of the men put to work were jury was out nineteen hous. The court campaign for good roads in
if he hadn't attacked me. But when Wurdenmann of the St. Louis county WOMAN IS GIVEN
strikebreakers brought in from Salt ordered the defendants - to appear. Mexico, launched many months ago, Mexico out, and suggested that the
circuit court who is sitting in the case
was given a splendid impetus in Al- New Mexico Good Roads association
CIVIL COMMISSION, Lake City, early today in box cars. November 9 for sentence.
anybody attacks me, he might as well of the state committee's
.
ento
suit
Los Angeles, Cat., Oct. 10. Mrs. They number 100, mostly Greeks.
understand that I won't take it lying
buquerque today at the meeting of get busy, at once and make a strong
the printing of the progressive David Chambers McCann of this
Good
Roads
the
association. The pull for the highway.
Utah
HOW
city,
down; I am a man of peaceful dis- join
the
at
IT
LOOKS.
The
reported
fighting
state ticket.
memdea
as
office
of the meeting was made pos- I
to
success
of
oath
took
the
am
able
I
be
New
Prior to the conclusion of the meetthink
out
to
York
but
today
not
turn
N.
10.
did
Y.,
Consolidated
Oct.
position
City.
BRYAN IS DRAWING
ber of the civil service commission serious. A numDer or sinners ciasneu The membership of the local lodge of sibIe by tne Presence here of sixty- - ing, Mark B. Thompson, of Las Cru-cefend myself."
BIG CROWDS, TOO.
ot Los Angeles and became the first
was appointed as chairman of a
but were driven; the Brotherhood of Locomtive Enai- - two Sooa roads boosters from the
Colonel Roosevelt stopped for an
Fargo, N. Dak., Oct. 10. William J. woman in the United States to oc with deputy sheriffs,
neers in Nashville, Tenn., is made up Mesilla valley. The iMesilla valley special committee appointed for the
on
away wrthout mucn trouuie.
hour in Superior this morning
Bryan arrived here this morning afa position.
When the trainmen applied for their of 220 men. A straw vote of the bunch proved the only really organ- purpose of arranging the details for
in tiipy
his way to Minnesota. He called at- ter spending all of yesterday
time at the Utah Copper company of- lodge just taken brought these re- ized body of boosters to attend the the campaign to be undertaken at
tention in his speech here to what he southern and central North Dakota,
FARM PRICES GO DOWN.
fice this morning they were told to sults:
meeting. There were men present once to arouse enthusiasm and intersaid was inconsistencies in Governor making speeches in behalf of the dem- Wilson
from nearly, every section of the est in the proposed $500,000 bond is3
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. Farm put on their work clothes. A number
Here he.ad-Wilson's position.
jocratic national ticket.
of the important crops declin- of them declined, but others reported
o
Taft
dressed
a
state, but they were in small num- sue. Mr. Thompson and the commitof
on
women
prices
crowd
large
at"Mr. Wilson," he said, "has
6.5
as
1
1,
cent
strikers
Debs
the
ed
between
As
with tee met at the Alvarado hotel at 7:30
bers indeed when contrasted
for
h
September
per
he
quickly
duty.
'
aft,.
tacked the proposed federal legisia-- !
Roosevelt
and October 1, against a decline of gathered in crowds they were dis208
the number sent by Dona Ana coun- o'clock tonight and resolutions were
in
child
labor
tion to prohibit
very
In Clark county, Missouri, is a fam- ty.
There was a sentiment in the adopted embodying the best and most
meeting in the public park. Tonight 2.5 per cent in the same period of persed by deputies.
strong language, which is to be found Mr. Bryan will speak in Grand Forks. last year and an average decline of
All morning they howled and jeered ily which will probably cast the great- meeting, however, that the gathering practicable
suggestions made at tire
in the North American Review, vol- GOVERNOR
at work in the pit. est number of votes of any one indi- was a most happy one: that the pres- association meeting eurlier in the
3. 1 per cent during September of the the strikebreakers
WILSON
misas
187.
He here denounces
ume
vidual family in the United States. C. ent is the opportune time to get In day. Many of the
No shooting has occurred.
IS ABOUT ALL IN. past four years.
suggestions made
chievous the effort for the ' regulaB. Sherwood, a miller and arain mer- - and boost for the $500,000 bond issue
Chicago, 111., Oct. 10. Tired and
by Mr. Lester of Las Cruces were in- tion of labor in mills and factories
cnant is the progressive leader. Mr. with which it is proposed to "good eorporated in the resolutions, a
Governor Woodrow Wilson
copy
The hoarse,
by the federal government.
Sherwood has six sons and a seventh road" the state from end to end.
reached Chicago at 10 o'clock today.
of which will soon be distributed to
democratic platform in one plank His voice is almost
one
Is
who
not
old enough to vote.
gone and the govImmediately upon their arrival in every newspaper in the state.
takes this same position.
or tne sons are In Clark county
ernor feared that he would not be able
the Dona Ana good
Albuquerque
Altogether the meeting of theare ardent bull moosers like their roads boosters began the work of Good
"Mr. Wilson's own statement as to to do more than to greet
the
Roads association in Albuquer-pinninfather.
fifth
commerce
and
The
son
law
in
lives
Colorado
the interstate
crowds at the places where speeches
on men from other que was a splendid oire and will
badges
and will cast a vote for Colonel Roose- sections of the state. By noon the doubtless be
incompati-ablchild labor is absolutely
had been scheduled.
productive of good
velt there.
with his position in standing upSpeeches were inserted by local
Ana county slogan: "Fill the fuls in the very near future
Washington, D. C, Oct. 10. John ship," said Mr. Archbold.
Mr.
was
Sherwood
worried
on the democratic platform with its committees and train stopped some- D. Archbold,
about
Another letter of November 20, 1900,
chuckholes, stop the dust, no more
president of the StandAlbuquerque, Oct. 10. "Welcome to
plank, about interstate commerce." times without giving the governor any ard Oil company, testified to the enclosing a certificate of deposit of how the sixth son out In Oregon was sand, good roads or bust," was flying our f lir city," is Albuquerque's greetadvance information so thai, he w?s Clapp committee today that a receipt $10,000, "in pursuance of our under- going to vote, until he received a day from the coat lapel of every man hi ing 1o (lie hundreds of visitors who
REPUBLICANS TRY
or two ago, this. message from his son:
lire !ur!vin; upon each train to attend
TO BAR PROGRESSIVES.; compelled to appear. The governor the late Cornelius N. Bliss gave him standing in our talk over the
Albuquerque.
n
Mr. Archbold said, "was sent "Go to it, dad. I am a bull moose myPrst state fair. The crowds
Jefferson City, Mo., Oct. 10. The said today this probably would be his for the company's $100,000 contribuProminent among i he men who
self." But
isn't all. Counting up dressed the Good Roads association
republican state committee filed a pe- last trip of the campaign.
pourit's in Sunday, and Monday
tion to the Roosevelt campaign fund as a result of the same "legal duties" all of his that
relationship Mr. Sherwood meeting today were Governor W. C. HPrt Tii"t:(ia.v more excursionists fol"They don't want to hear me speak, of 1904 had been destroyed just be- performed by senator roraiter. a lettition in the 3tate circuit court today
tc enjoin the secretary of state from they just want to see me," said the fore the death of H. H. Rogers. "It ter of December 11, enclosing a certif- has found that with cousins, nephews, McDonald, United States Senator T. lowed until the hotel accommodations
brothers-in-laand sons, there are B
were
exhausted at. thisejly
printing jpn the official ballot the pro-- j gomrhor, today.
IJstll-- '
was not a- thiiYij - jif- pleasure to lcok icate o deposit fro $5000.,the witness fcrty-siM, Potte president date' .almost
In" his
The Bureau' of Information
Isrelation
to
"same
relationship who are of the
the
due
was
'
said,
asso-- j
Highway
at," said Archbold.
going to vote for Colonel Roosevelt.
for more rooms to take
advertising
E.
R.
Colonel
Fran
Mr. Archbold of the Standard Oil ship, that of counsel."
Twitehell,
A straw vote of 450 farmers at the ciation,
of tlle '"coming rush of guests.
Senator Clapp produced a copy of
TURKS WIN IN
TELEGRAMS A8E
cis E. Lester and Prof. W. E Garri-ifsrcompany, testified to the Archbold
x iic
resultOtsego,
Michigan,
fair,
county
imr is a sure success.
mere
what
a
purported
magazine showing
son.
letters" between himself and former
id ft snirft of tmru- nttrl ha 411.. 1..
as follows:
FIRST ATTEMPT
DESTROVED AND
copy of a letter ed
is
of
who
Col.
J
Senators Foraker, Quay and Hauna to be a photographic
Twitehell,
president
Wilson
35
alr tnat
everyone interested and
TO INUADE THEM
EVIDENCE LOST and former Rep.isiK'iilefh e Crosvc-no- r tn the late Senator M. A. Hanna, dated
the New Mexico Good Roads associa- alert to keeps
Undecided
each
8
There
day's program.
January 19, 1900.
and Sibley.
tion, called the meeting today in the is far more "pep" thrown even in the
Taft
7
"I have no recollection of it, but I've
one
Colonel
to
Elks'
theater.
Mr.
sent
lu.
losses
Oct.
of
Twitched,
Certificates
deposit
London,
Heavy
Roosevelt
400
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 10. Manaopening days of this fair than in the
no doubt I wrote the letter," said Mr.
were inflicted by the Turkish troops on gers of telegraph offices at Spokane, Foraker, he said, "were for payment Archbold.
And yet some Detroit papers claim of the first and still one of the great- closing carnival night of the fair last
est good road boosters in" the state, year. Good exhibits, snappy base ball
a band of Greeks numbering 1000 men Seattle, Portland and San Francisco of legal services to the Standard Oil
The letter referred to "threatened that state for Taft.
made a forceful argument for an im- - giimes, thrilling flights by the bird- who today attacked a Turkish frontier testified at the "dynamite conspiracy" company in Ohio, that and nothing
at Colegislation
very
objectionable
mediate campaign for the $500,000 man, the constant carnival music and
post, near Dhisikala.
They were trial today that telegrams sought by more."
lumbus" concerning which Mr. Arch- AUTO BANDITS ROB
Col. Twitehell pointed fun, and the holiday crowds on the
driven back over the frontier, accord- the government had been destroyed.
Some of the letters said to have bold said he had wanted to talk to
A SALOON KEEPER. bond issue.
J. B. Coggins, San Francisco, was been written to him by the men nam- Senator Hanna. "It referred partialwhich
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 10. Bandits, out the urgent the absolute necessi-- : streets, all are attractions
ing to a news agency dispatch from
asked to produce a telegram reading: ed, Mr. Archbold could not remember ly to
Saloniki.
active in supporting a who used an automobile, waylaid ty for good roads in New Mexico and claim the attention of everyone from
people
y to the old man.
Constantinople, Oct. 10. More en- "Clean house" and "sent by Eugene having received, but was not prepared resolution for "an investigating com Thomas J. O'Mara, a saloon keeper, described in detail the reasons whyitne sma11
Governor and Mrs. McDonald are
ergetic intervention by the powers in A. Clancy from' Boston to 27 Excelsior to say he had not. Of his own letters, mittee" and asked Senator Hanna to today and took his grip containing the bond issue would not prove a bur-and 'ending an official pres- Coggins his most
order to prevent the outbreak of hos- Avenue, San Francisco."
frequent answer was "I "do everything possible to compass $3000 in cash. They held off a crowd den to the people when tax paying: f,,tendinK
nee 10 me events. The social world
tilities on the part of Bulgaria, Ser-vi- a said the telegraph files had been de have no doubt I wrote It." Mr. Arch-- ! their defeat."
of pursuers with revolvers and
time arrived.
is much stirred up with the official
and Greece and to bring about a stroyed. The government charges bold did not deny the authorship of
Mr. Archbold asked to be allowed
Reading a carefully prepared paper visit "and
on reading the Joss of life in the
that
doing everything in its poMontenewar
with
was
of
the
the
on the subject of good roads, Fran- wer to
cessation
to explain this letter. "That
show the governor and his
Los
Times disaster, Clancy, any.
in various mer Representative Sibley of Penn- cis E. Lester, of Las Cruces, made wife
of
'strike'
D.
of
Hilles.
chairman
Charles
gro is said to be contemplated today. then Angeles
year
legislation
the
on a visit to Boston, decided to
the hospitable
Albuquerque
Shots are reported to have been exlegislatures," said Mr. Archbold, sylvania.. He could remember no one of the most telling arguments be- spirit.
certain evidence relative to republican national committee, was state
destroy
all
for
It
'and
was
Turkish
corporOil
Standard
necessary
changed today between the
activity in the election fore the association meeting. Mr.
And that Aibuaueraue
various Pacific coast explosions, and the other principal witness to be exla
snirif
and Bulgarian troops occupying ad that he sent a "clean house"
amined today. Chairman 'Hilles was ate interests to appeal to their friends 0f a New Jersey senator.
tester gave unanswerame arguments catching. There's a glad hand extend
message
ex
It
Chairman Clapp showed Mr. Arch- rn ravor or gooa roaus. rie quotea ed to every stranger that makes
vanced posts on the
both to his hotel and to his labor summoned to tell what he knew about to prevent that sort of thing.Hanna."
to Senator
bold a reproduction of a three page facts and figures to show that the him like the town and the fair..
frontier at Timrush and Klissura.
the
.
campaign expen- plains my letter
headquarters. .'
At
Chairman Clapp then produced a letter purporting to have been writVienna, Oct. 10. Many Arabian vilThe other telegrams sought, the ses of President Taft, whose secretary
people of Dona Ana county are los- - night the illuminations attract even
forto
Archbold
a
from
of
letter
ten by Sibley February 26, 1905, in ing money each and every day that passengers on the limited. The Alva-goe- s
lages to the north of the Boyana river government attorneys' stated,
were he was, and to explain published re- copy
are in flames, according to a dispatch between Olaf Tveitmoe, San Fran- ports that he had accused the Roose- mer Representative G. H. Grosvenor which he said he "had talked with
by without good roads. He rado arches are outlined with electric
of Ohio, on October 27, 1900, enclosing
to the Nue Frie Press from Gattaro.
Mr. a. a democrat,
who was pre- proved that what, is true in Dona Ana lights while red, white and blue lights
cisco, and J. B. McNamara, before the velt forces of having a campaign fund $1,000.
of $3,000,000 or more.
to make a fight against certain is true in every other part of the are strung from the center of the
Many fugitives, including wounded latter went to Los Angeles.
"I think that was to aid in the cam- pared
L. C. Laylin, of Columbus, Ohio, asmen, have arrived at Scutari. Some
He suggested that Mr. state. Mr. Lester suggested that, an PlanI,a and make a very effective
legislation.
ArchBaid
Mr.
for
paign
mlllation.
That everything has been
sistant secretary of the interior, man- bold.
peasants who fled to the frontier posts
Archbold
have
a conference with the
good roads propaganda be un-- !
of
a
Of another "printed copy
at Szamesi were slain by Montene- MOTHER DREXEL
ager of the Taft primary campaign in letter, purporting to have been written "senator" and suggested that he dertaken at once; that the services uone to maice this a live fair is eviOhio, the first witness to testify today, by M. A. Hanna, of which there was could arrange to have the latter get of the daily and weekly papers dent, and the efforts have met with
grins.
IS RECOUERING
success. The fair of 191?- ha on th.
said he had filed a statement in Ohio no photographic copy, Mr. Archbold to New York.
Vancouver, B. C, Oct. 10. At a treir
throughout the state be enlisted and 4
AT ALBUQUERQUE showing total Taft expenses of $G5,-00-0 said he' had no recollection.
mendous meeting of the Greek colony
two
"A man who wrote as long a letter that a short article be published in uiner tairs Deaten in the first
days.
here last night, more than $14,000 for
or $75,000 in the state primaries.
Mr. Archbold said he had no rec- as that ought to be killed," said Mr. every paper in the state in every isThe
formal opening took place Mon(By Nan O'Neil.)
the purpose Of aiding in the war
Charles P. Taft, Charles D. Hilles ollection of a handwritten letter pur- Archbold under his breath.
sue of every paper, approving the day when
Mayor Sellers opened the
against Turkey was raised and will er Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 10 Moth- and Hulburt Taft, a nephew of porting to have been written by Sen"I have no recollection of it," he proposed bond issue and urging the
gates to the visitors. Most of the
Katherine Drexel, founder of the Charles P. Taft, were named by Mr.
be forwarded to the New York head'
I
to
have no doubt I re- voters
work for it.
ator Hanna in which he said: "I want added, "but
exhibits were in place and ready for
quarters. Pledges of larger amounts, Order of the Sisters of the Blessed Laylin as contributing most of the you people to help our state committee ceived it."
Despite the fact that he has been inspection in the exposition buildings.
Sacrament, who was taken ill with fund. The "money came to hime, he
if necessary, were given.
"You were in correspondence with seriously ill for several days, Govern- - The manufacturers'
The demands on me are
liberally.
was
building
Athens, Oct. 10. Great enthusiasm penumonia in Santa Fe two weeks ago said, through Arthur Vorys.
Air. Sibley?" asked Chairman Clapp.
awful."
or McDonald was present at the meet mostly devoted to exhibits of local insimply
and
who
has
hosin
been
St. Joseph's
has been aroused through Greece by
A. H. Plant, comptroller of the
"I have been unable to find such
"Oh, yes, a great deal." said Mr. ing and made a brief address. Gov- dustries. The agricultural display is
a speech made by King George to sev- pital in Albuquerque for the last ten Southern railway, said he knew of no a letter," said Mr. Archbold. Another Archbold.
ernor McDonald said that his attitude the best ever shown. Competition is
eral thousand people who had as- days, is reported to be considerably contributions to the
purported Hanna letter was shown to
The Sibley letter added: "If you on the good roads question was too keen in these exhibits and it will be
sembled at the palace to welcome him improved today. Colonel Charles Mor-relthis year and did not turn Mr. Archbold but he called attention think of anything I could do, let me well known to need any further com- hard to award prizes when thev am
a brother-in-laon his return to the capitol last night
of Mother Kath- campaigns
to Congressman Un- tc the fact that it was dated 1898. know but I think the members of the ment from him; that he was heart and all so worthy of merit. The Valencia
funds
over
any
His majesty said: "I have full con- erine Drexel, Is still in Albuquerque derwood's
before or during The senate committee had authority house of
managers
and the soul for good roads and that he was and Bernalillo county exhibits
representatives
fidence in the governmet which has at the bedside, having arrived here the Baltimore convention. Senator
to ask only about letters written since
arranged and show to advantage
understand
situation."
the
of
its
so
speaker
glad to see that the people of the
In
patriotseveral
many
proofs
a private car used Dixon had testified it was common- re-- 1 1900 and Chairman Clapp conceded the
given
days ago
Senator Clapp proceeded to the state were now thoroughly alive to the best crops raised in this territory.
ism.'' At the conclusion of the by E. P. Ripley, president of the Santa
that Mr. Plant had handled funds pcint.
Dry farming products from Ft. Sumner
speech a great shout of "Long live the Fe railroad. Colonel Morrell was for- port
Mr. Archbold said that he had no identification of another letter copy the benefit of better highways.
are displayed in profusion in the
McDonKinc long live Greece Hurrah for merly a congressman from Pennsyl-- ' for the Underwood campaign.
dated
Introduced
Governor
19,
after
1900,
February
purporting
John D. Archbold followed Mr. doubt that he wrote a letter of March to have been written
Guadalupe exhibit. San Juan exceeds
the war," was raised by the, gather- vania and Is very wealthy. Mother
AixU
ald
had
Mr.
his
concluded
Unit
by
remarks,
on the stand, Mr. Archbold had 20," 1903, to Senator Hanna saying that
any other two counties in apple disbold
to
ing, among which were members of Katherine Drexel is a member of the Plant
B.
causthe late Senator M. S. Quay, ed States Senator T.
Catron
play, and will, no doubt, be marked
testified before the committee in Au "we are amazed to learn that Smith of
the cabinet and of the holy synod and Drexel family of
ed laughter when he said that he did
BeW. Bennett is making a canvass for
Pennsylvania.
high for variety and size. Santa Fo
gust. Chairman Clapp took up the
a number of diplomats. A procession cause of her charity Philadelphia.
"I
find
I
not
wrote
doubt
he
he
have.no
which
work among the examination of the Standard Oil man attorney general of Ohio," and asking
many things upon
it,"
county has the most striking exhibit
was formed and marched through the Indians In New
could thoroughly agree with the gov- of all, showing
Mexico, sne is very as to the
Archbold letters, that Senator Hanna do his best to said.
and clay
city.
well known in this state. It was while
The letter referred to the "new ernor. Senator Catron declared how- models of the photographs
prevent Bennet's election.
places of historic inrecently published. He first called atfrom California" and set ever, that on the good roads question terest in the vicinity.
A photographic copy purporting to senator
visiting the St. Catherine's Indian tention to a letter to Senator J. B.
NO BAIL FOR LABOR LEADERS.
school in Santa Fe that Mother Kathforth that while the Standard Oil he and the governor met on common
Silver City won the start in the
Foraker, dated March 26, 1900, read- represent a letter written to Mr. Archerine Drexel was taken 111.
with our under- bold September 27, 1904, by General company had no "direct relations" ground. Continuing Senator Catron base ball tournament Monday, winaccordance
"In
ing:
Jos10.
Oct.
Judge
Salem, Mass,
with him, Mr. Archbold would exer- said that the building of good roads ning from Albuquerque with a score
standing I beg to enclose you certifi- Grosvenor, was shown to the witness.
' cate
FAMOUS 8INGER IS EIGHTY.
eph P. Quinn of the superior court tocise such influence as was possible, in New Mexico will increase the of 4 to 2. It was a hard fought game
"I
havrecollection
have
a
and
of
ask
for
for
$15,000
vague
of
deposit
Lum-barday, declined to order the release on
Chicago, III., Oct.
value 61 property in the state more and evenly matched all through.
the Santa Fe."
"through
such
a
said.
received
he
ing
in reply."
letter,"
bail of Joseph J. Ettor, Arturo
The event of most importance was.
a famous singer of Civil war receipt
A letter of October 30, 1902, to than anything else that could be done
wrote
"It
I
like his signature."
the
looks
no
doubt
"I.
have
letter,"
and Joseph Caruso, whose days, died here today In his eighty-eight- h said'
"The payment
The letter was written on the paper Quay, Mr. Archbold said he had no in development and declared himself seeing the bird man, Lincoln Beachey,
Mr. Archbold.
trial on charges of being responsible
year Lumbard sang the re- was made for the services of Senator of the House of Representatives but doubt wrote. The letter enclosed a ready and glad to do anything in his fly in the Curtis biplane., Beachey is
for the alleged murder of Anna Lopiz-zo- , quiem at Lincoln's grave in Spring- Foraker as counsel in our Ohio af- dated at
in kr,own as the most sensational flyer
Athens, Ohio. It said : "Our certificate of deposit for $10,000 and power to assist . the. association
in America and treated Albuquerque
a Lawrence mill worker, is pend- field, during the last funeral service
.'','.reset
forth that Senator Quay had
their efforts.
mutual friend Sibley had suggested
fairs; that, and that only."
to some of his most daring
of
court.
the
his
in
emancinator.
exploits.
ing
Following the reading of a telegram Monday afternoon he made
Senator Clapp showed to the wit- "that I go in person to see you. Could cently said, something "disagreeable
two flights
BECKER JURY IS 8ELECTED.
ness a reproduction of another letter you meet the emergencies as well about me which I think "you should be of congratulations from the American one lasting 21 minutes and the other
Automobile
New York, N. Y., Oct. 10. The jury written to Senator Foraker dated without my coming to see you? I ashamed of."
association
STEEL TONNAGE.
president, 16. He started his first flight on,
"Can you state what that $10,000 Colonel Dell M. Potter, president of schedule time, at three-thirtwhich will try Police .Lieutenant Apirl 17, 1900, referring to an enclos- have come to you for others but nevo'clock"
n
was for?" asked Senator Clapp.
(New York, N. Y., Oct. 10. The un- Charles Becker, " charged
the
er for myself."
Highway, associa- and after rising hundreds of feet In.
with the ed certificate for $14,500.
States
the
United
"Of course
murder of j Herman Rosenthal, was
filled tonnage of
"I am very sure he did not come,"
my recollection is tion, delivered a brief, yet snappy the air above the spectators ' began
"I have no doubt I wrote it," said
Steel corporation on September 30, completed today, The twelfth man Archbold.
said Mr. Archbold.
vague," said Mr. Archbold, "but it speech in which he pointed out the his
His ma- gyrations.
totals 6,551,507 tons, an increase of was the eighth talesman of the second
Mr. Archbold said he may have dis- was for a campaign fund, some Penn- great benefits to be derived from the
"What does that relate to?"
- v- "To
338,239 tons over August.
panel.
the same business relation- - cussed" the Ohio campaign with for-- sylvania state matter."
(Continued on page Ave).
highway
building of a national
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The Little Store

"GASCARETS"
BEST

Again Reminds You of the Superior

IN JEMEZ
Thoroughly Cleanes Your
Liver and Bowels While
Your Sleep.
" CLOUD BLOWERS" NEW TO

"Soltaire" floods. Always the Leader

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza,
ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

10, 1912.

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

ARE FOUND

LAXATIVE

OCTOBER

The Original and Only Absolutely

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Quality and Large Variety of the

NTER

PIPES

CURIOUS

THE

THURSDAY,

No odds how bad your liver, stomach or bowels; how much your head

aches, how miserable j and uncomfortable you are from constipation,
indigestion, biliousness and sluggish
intestines you always get the dewith Cascarets and
sired results
quickly, too.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
Take
bowels make you miserable.
Cascarets tonight! put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nervousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleanse your inside organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happiness and a clear head for months. No
moire days of gloom and distress it
you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a good, gentle cleansing,

CO.

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

AEOLOGY

REGION

OF THIS

.

WERE

CENTURIES

AGO

IN IMPRESSIVE

CEREMONY

F.

LUMMIS

IS BACK

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and

ARCH-

COUNTLESS

.

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

USED

--C-

A

four

Mv'Kt
Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

FROM

EXCAVATING

CAMP, AND OTHERS

ARE COMING

SOON

to you
Demonstrating'
the advanta gss to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

BUY A COLES HEATER
Bringing with him several effigy
in
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
pipes used by the ancient people
FOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COAL
ceremonial rites called "cloud blowMica doors are extra large fltted in reColes original down draft. This is the
ing" and which are new to the archNtove for the home, the orflce and all
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
public places. It requires little or no
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
aeology of the Rio Grande drainage,
attention and is known to be the most
the
"Radiant".
and economical ot all stoves.
serviceable
Charles F. Lummis, explorer and
excavahas
the
returned from
writer,
WOOD -- DAVIS
MADWARE COMPANY.
tion camp of the School of American
Archaeology, 17 miles west of Jemez
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
Hot Springs. With Mr. Lummis is his
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
F. II. Parkhurst and
son, Quimo.
Bradfleld are expected to reWesley
Lf aLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages too.
turn early liext week.
Mr. Lummis reports a highly interseason of work on the ruins in
BURBANK
Fe
esting
LUTHER
The only exclusive grain house in Santa
which were found some of the first inLOWERS THE COST
fluences of the Spanish conquest conThe
OF LIUiNG sisting of small articles o metal.
ruined buildings still stand two stories
Phone Black
Phone Black
high and appear to have been built on
45
45
Luther Burbank is Duncan E.
ARE STRONG FOR SWIFT. You will
cost
of the remains of an ancient pueblo.
solution of the high
The excavations being made are
be, too, if you do as we say. Those
living.
under the joint auspices of the School
"All the economists agree," he said,
the
and
PREMIUM HAMS and BACON
SWIFT'S
of American Archaeology
"that the chief item is the high price .rnA..
P tha Amtimnan Tn.
,.1.
solved once
,
received fresh every week
of meats. And they all agree that
!
fcSijtsW
you
t
Dawson Coal
Iola
for all by Calumet. S
li
meats are high because the western sumie. in8Jem
CEMENT
PORTLAND
a
to
u
make
m
need
iieiu camya.gu
lue
Sawed Wood
For daily use in millions of kitchens has 1
El Toro
range is gone because the great The
previous ones were at tho Rito ded
Calnmc, is h;f,hest no, only ia
plains that used to grow cattle and los Frijoles
and at Quingua, Guateun- into
now
turned
are
POD I IIMf H Whv' say We have the largest line of
sheep cheaply
mala.
and
to
extreme
resu'ts
in
the
pure
LUllvII COLD LUNCH MEATS in the city, and
failing
farms.
Plans are already under way for W3nderunv economical in use. Ask your
"Burbank has taken cactus that
are
not old and musty.
me nrsi cidsu wni grocer. Ana iry caiumei next Dane aay.
the 1913
they
prickly curse of the plains that used likely be campaign,
America to
Central
on
made
to grow spikes from one to three
RECEIVL3 HIGHEST AWARDS
several others within
be followed
IN
inches long and made it smooth that the limits of bythe United Stales, for
Pura
World'!
you can rub your face with it as you
Pood Exposition,
are already being mad 4.
HI.
All Kinds of Building Materials.
HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?
would with a glove. And that is plans
Mr. Lummis goes this evening to Chicago,
Paris Exposicomes
in.
Every Los
v,here its value
Francs.
tion.
tho
for
to
make ready
Angeles
March,
Cedar Fence Posts
Screen Doors, Red and
ounce of that cactus is just as good for
of the corner stone of the new
al- laying
as
chickens
and
hogs
cattle, sheep,
Southwestern Museum which is afyard Ui Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
falfa.
with Santa Fe.
filiated
all
"Now, cactus grows naturally
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
EFFIGY PIPES.
THOSE
Phone, Red 100
'PHONE 262.
states.
It Much
over the southwestern
interest is aroused, eve.i
sustenits
takes
and
in
sand,
grows
those who do not study archance from the air. There are 2,500,000 among
in the discovery of these
aeology,
acres of land in the
which antidate the earliest
effigy
pipes
states owned by the government that tobacco
pipes. These effigy pipes were
will grow that cactus naturally, with- in no sense
used for the enjoyment
billion
out cultivation and three
of the smoker. They were called
acres of desert in the world.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Cloud Blowers and resemble a cigar
"This is what I saw at Burbank's
for they have not that sudholder,
WHOLESALE
One
place a week ago last Sunday:
den bend to keep down the nicotine
2056
AND RETAIL
single acre on which there were
or to add to their graceful outline. In
tons of that cactus, and the plants them certain leaves
held sacred by
FACTORY WOOD were
SWASTIKA LUMP
but three years old. Think of the ancient red men were burned and
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
and
of
cattle
CERRILLOS
sheep the smoker blew one puff of smoke
where the price
would go if that much alfalfa could be
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
heavenward, the next toward the
raised to an acre.
You don 'I save money when you buy
earth and the four succeeding puffs to
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHacres
of
that
millions
of
the
"Think
or
the four points of the compass. This
powder. Don I
taking
cheap
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
cactus
are now waste, producing that
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwas an imposing ceremony no doubt
It's more
he misled. Buy Calumet.
instead of the impossible, prickly stuff and was followed in later centuries by
wholesome
economical
more
give
tant part. The grandfather would
that they now grow wild. I tell you the calumet or pipe of peace cerebeet results. Calumet is far superior to
there is the solution of the cost of
bebe amazed at the radiance of the modfilled
tobacco
with
the
mony
pipe
sour milk; and soda.
Burbank has furnished it."
ing passed around to the warriors acern homeand why all this light? To
STAGE LINE
cording to rank and age.
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
The cloud blowers discovered by
make the home more homelike to make
LETTER LIST.
From
Pi of. Lummis are different. One is
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
La Salle Restaurant
in the form of a bird and the other of
BARRANCA TO TAOS
uncalled
letters
of
List
remaining
a serpent. These two pipes are strikfor father, mother and children, dood light
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
ingly different from the gorgeously
1912.
5,
M., for week ending Oct.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
Shouts of laughter, graceful dan- decorated Eastern hookah, or the If not called for within two weeks
ornamented Japanese
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of cers, new and pretty costumes, gen- elaboratedly
desired.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Sure.
they will be sent to the dead letter
the north bound train and arrives at uinely funny comedians, all at the silver inlaid with copper contrivance, office
,
Regular Meals 25 cents.
D.
C.
at
Washington,
but they are possibly older than any
Taos at 7 p. m.
Elks theater last evening.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
Berg, May
ofcan
or
either
Turkey
Nippon
pipe
Ten
miles
other
All
Hears.
shorter than any
Short Orders at
The house was filled and from the
Boniface, Thos. I.
way. Good covered' Hacks and good rise of the curtain to the finale, when fer.
Bonine, C. A.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams the lumpy legged gladiator and tiger
Chas. (3)
Bonyun,
frencb Noodle Order tOa s 41,
furnished commerctl men to take In killer, took his would-bmurderess
Bosane, Pedro
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
Maw Tork Chop Susy 50c the surrounding towns. Wlr Knbwdo in his arms with everybody happy,
Davis, Miss Mary (3)
Station.
there were smiles, chuckles and roars
PALACE.
Garcia, Epifanio
of laughter for two and one half
Garcia, Epimenio
R. L. Smith, Logan.
Gil, Juan
hours.
V. F. Weber, Logan.
Gutierrez, Sra. Elijia
J. H. Shallenfragren, Logan.
The Coney Island Musical Comedy
Herrera, Sra. Maria Ynes Martinez
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
J. F. McFarland, Logan.
company furnished the entertainment,
de
which was clean and wholly free from
Pablo Morales, Logan.
IENT as to touch the button and
Hillwood, Prof. Philip
W. T. Shelton, Shiprock.
any touch or coarseness, it was jusi
Jaramillo, Senor M.
to laugh.
Charles B. Kehrman, St. Louis.
your stove is ready to cook your
Jimenez, Macario
Like all skits of its kind, the piece
Charles R. Kehrman, St. Louis.
iron ready to use, your toasted
Joyce, Ralph
was not made up of a deep plot, in
Alexander M. Bogy, St. Louis.
AMTA EC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
PDOM
Ligenfelter, Mr.
no
but
a
thread
of
but
fact
it
had
C.
it,
Van
William
Gild,
hurried breakfast, your vacuChicago.
for
the
A
IlVUlH
I
ready
all points in New Mexico, AriLucero, Miss Isidora
one was looking or caring for a plot
Mr. and Mrs.. John H. Hicks, Santa
um
James
cleaner
McCormick,
ready for the fray, your washer
when the two comedians, Dutch and Rosa.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
L.
Macomb,
Philip
fan ready to cool the heator
to
were
the
cleanse,
stage,
Irish,
holding
ready
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Arthur E. Plummer, Baltimore.
Meyer, John P.
when, under well regulated lights the
rooms.
J. L. Perea, Albuquerque.
ed
Electricity will do every thing
Naes, Tomis
pretty costumed dancers appeared.
G. M. Ottis, City.
furnish it at reasonable rates,
We
Juan
for
Padilla,
you.
The two comedians reminded one of
Morris Epstein, Chicago.
Mrs. George
Reed,
aad
the Roger brothers, and the hits they
day
nght Estimates and f ull inforH. F. Morgan, Naticocke, Pa.
Ribera, Liandro
made had no flavor of the chestnut.
cheeer
mation
William F. Ryan, New York.
fully given.
Rimez, Mrs. Fannie
They were both new and funny.
D. C. Petty, Denver.
O.
Romero,
Guadalupe
Anyone with a grouch or feeling
W. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
Runnion, Mrs. Hattie B.
blue or at outs with things about
F. E. Dillmbuck. M. D., Kansas.
Salas, Jose R.
them can "forget it" by spending an
F. M. Kolb, City. 4
Salazar, Don Antonio Lucero y
evening with the Coney Islanders.
Sanchez, S. B.
toanother
entertainment
They give
MONTEZUMA.
Sandoval, Srta. Francisca
9
and
that
the M. J. McGuinness, City.
night, "Papa's Millions,"
Scales, Jack
house will be filled, is a foregone conO. L. Owen, City.
Schlachter, Geo.
clusion, as most q us like a chance
Sedillo, Manuel
J. W. Laughlin, Denver.
to laugn ana uns company is a
Seuecal, A. A.
P. M. McMinn, St. Louis.
tickler.
Stanley, J. R.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Newcomb, Jr.,
For Rates and Full Information Address
Summers, J. L.
Denver.
F
P. AQENT,
Trujillo, Luciano
Sisto Chavez.
$100 REWARD, $100.
Trujillo, Miss Margarita
EL PASO, TEXAS.
Jeronimo Archuleta.
The readers of this paper will be
Whitlock, Miss Cordelia
E. F. Gallegos, Gallegos.
Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
Whittaker, Miss Winifred
pleased to learn that there is at least Eusebio Aranda, Gallegos.
one dreaded disease that science has
Williams, W. T.
J. H. Clark, Kansas City.
been able to cure in all its stages, and
Woods, Leroy
E. J. Ritter, Pueblo.
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure J. D. Wood,
In calling for these letters please
City,
is the only positive cure now known
whether advertised or not
state
C.
W.
Denver.
Ballard,
FOR RHODES
at The Novelty Shop, to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
JOHN PFLUEGER.
J.
W.
Denver.
Glenn,
!
disease, rebeing a constitutional
Postmaster.
E. F. Byrne, Denver.
For Fruit Ladders) Step Lad
treatment
quires a constitutional
O. J. Hardin, Kansas City.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
ders, Common Ladders, IronA. R. Higbie, Los Angeles.
Denver Hotel.
acting directly on the blood and muThis Is something new for
Floyd King, Memphis, Tenn.
ing Tables, Upholstering,
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
Pablo Morales, Gallegos.
rooms
$2.50 and $3.00 per
the foundation of the disS. G. BUFF 0RPIN6T0US
"All Golds at Right Prices" Furniture Repairing and all destroying
ease, and giving the patient strength
Kinds of Repair Work. .'.
moderate priced rooms
one of
CORONADO.
A Number of
by building up the constitution and'
day.
13 THE MOTTO OF
104Galisteo
Tom,
Navajo
Gallup.
Cockerels
in
nature
its
work.
assisting
doing
Thoroughbred
and you will be pleased. New Fire
Thomas, Gallup.
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N, M The proprietors have so much faith
For sale at
Shiprock.
in its curative powers that they offer
Jimmy Blackhorse,
All work guaranteed first elate.
bath,.
Proof Annex, every room
$1.50 to $3.00
John Schneider, Roy.
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
M. C. de Baca, Las Vegas.
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
it fails to cure. Send for list of tesH. S. Arnold, Pecos.
timonials.
$3.00 to $5.00
Tom Roach, Salida.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., T6
ledo. Ohio.
SQUARE OEAL TO ALL.
A. Wfieelon
Work lor the New Mexican. It Is
EUROPEAN.
it
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
PHONE
tM J :
'
working for you, for Santa Fe and
B. B. Palmer, Fort Sumner.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Francisco
309
the new state.
:
Francisco.
Edward Syufy, San
pation.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
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breakfast.
hurry
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THE KOSHER MEATS
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

.

EUGENE FOX,

ECOMONY
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Save Your Orders
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THE ALBANY HOTEL

GROCERY
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PROVE TO
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that tne

Special Suits that we are offering
for TEN DAYS MORE are real in
vestments that will pay you more than
IT STANDS TO REASON

'

50.

must be an investment that

ON TOP OF THAT
YOU

ARE

OETTINO CLOTHES
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The Capital Tailor
-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Seldom has a young writer made
ouch an immediate hit as Edna Fer- hnr Tu'fi vniirB turn stio wna flll nh- Now she Is a
Bcure girl reporter.
uui er ifuiurtr ill iuh
jiiuga&iuco.
Every author bears a tag in this age.
The Mantle of O. Henry," Is the tag
for Miss Ferber. After her first hit,
secured by her tales of Emma Mc-- I
Chasney, the woman drummer for

r

rinrr.lln rTP n

hungs outside.''
It was a wonderful tiling to watch
thn men and women who came Into

IfVint pnnviiitlnff nffir

"Rush."

"Say, gitmne one of them buttonB,
will you?" He pinned it on his coat,
Elliston, Va. "I feel it my duty to
stopped outside the door to survey
E.
the Roosevelt-Johnsopictures in the express my thanks for whats Lydia
Pinkham
Vegetawindow, remembered his rush message
ble Compound has
and trotted off.
done for me. I was
A man hobbled In. He walked with
a sufferer from fethe wooden, uncertain gait of one
male troubles and
whose spine is wrong,
There was
had been confined in
about him the look of the man out of
bed over one third of
a job.
my time for ten
he explain- "I'm a cornice-worker,- "
I could not
months.
ed, apoligizing for his very existence.
do my housework
"1 got hurt a year ago. My back. Ill
and had fainting
get a job as soon as my feet get to
spells so that my husacting right. 111 buy one of them
certificates as soon as I get a job, me alone for five band coulda not leave
minutes at time,
but here's a nickel. It's all. I got."
"Now I have been restored to health
He shoved the nickel over the counand it has come from taking Lydia E.
ter to the Bona Fide Countess. She Pinkham's
Whenwide-eyeHe shuffled out. ever I see aVegetable Compound.
took it,
want
woman
to
I
suffering
There entered a blond young man, tell her what this medicind has done
clean-cut- ,
"Dollar for me and I will always sneak a good
virile,
ceruncaie, ne saici nrisxiy. ' Moose wor(j for jt." Mrs. Robert Blank- pin? inaiiKs. mow uoes tnat look on ENSHIP, Elliston, Va., Montgomery Co.
a
suit?"

J

d

ice-ma- n

dollar-certificate-

one-dolla-
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TheShowThatS Different."

j

3 RingWild Animal

GREAT WILD ANIMAL SHOW

LlONS:TrCEnStEOPARDS

(N ScRNTcR FE OCTOBER 15

Elephants.SeatlionsZequas

'Apes. Dogs, Ronies,M onkei&&
HonSES. Eveuy Animal AriAcTOR

The Al. G. Barnes circus is the one world.
show that's, different. It is in a class
Some idea of magnitude of the show
by itself. The feats performed by the
may be obtained when one takes into
man

eating forest bred animals have
never been duplicated in any exhibition. Every animal carried with the
show is a performer.
Among the many favorites to be
seen will be, "Richarso" and performing bears; Prof. Emery and his herd
of Siamese elephants, Mme. Florence
and her educated Persion leopards,
Capt. Stonewall and his sea lions, Miss
Esther Bond and her trained Arabian
stallions, lions, monkeys, dogs and
ponies and Mme. Ricardo and her
royal tigers.
All the wild animal acts are per-- j
formed n steer arenas, under the su-- '
pervision of a corps of the world's
t
greatest and most celebrated trainers.
Altogether there are more than half a
acts each of
hundred
which has never been duplicated with
'
any animal exhibition in the entire

THENLY.REACWILDjANIMACIRCUSlONTEARThfi
2, PERFORMANCES) DOORSOPEN1:7RM.owmowwer

NEWBIGlBEElSroiEtPABADEM

sftENRY KRICfe
DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 1
New Mex.
Santa

heart-thrillin-

PEERLESS BAR
Imported

and

Domestic

g

GROWS BEAUTIFUL,

Wines,

Liquors

WE PROVE

AND CIGARS

IT--

25

consideration that it requires twenty-eigh-t
specially constructed railroad
cars to transport this zoological paradise. Three hundred employes are
required to operate it.
Al. G. Barnes is familiarly known
everywhere. He personally supervises
and directs each and every performance. He prides himself with the
clean and high tone standard he has
always held for the show. No gambling is allowed upon the show grounds
01 city streets on the day of exhibition.
A gorgeous, glittering street parade,
headed by two trumpeting military
bands, will leave the show grounds
at 10:30 o'clock on the day of the ex- hibition. Two performances will be
given in the waterproof tents at 2 and
S

p. m.

HEAVY

HAIR

GENT

"DANDERINE"

GREGG & COLE, Props.
We A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of." For sale by all druggists.

for Lots
application. No.
1 and 2. Section 6 and, Lot 4, Section
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
or. the 8th day of November, 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-tmRivera, .Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register.
04732-1191-

Destroys DandruffStops Falling Hair Cleanes and Invi
gorates Your Scalp Delightful Dressing.
To be possessed of a bead of heavy.
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, .fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is mere..
ly a matter of using a little

when you will see new hail- fine and
at first yes but really new
hair sprouting out all over your
scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
i
only sure hair grower! destroyer of
.It is easy and inexpensive to have dandruff and cure for itchy scalp and
nice, soft hair and lots of it Just it never fails to stop falling hair at
get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton'a once.
If you want to prove how pretty and
Danderine now all drug stores rec' NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ommend it apply a little as directed soft your hair really 's, moisten a
and within ten minutes there will be cloth with a little Danderine and carean appearance of abundance; fresh- fully draw it through your hair takDepartment of tbe Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
ness, fluffinesB and an incomparable ing one small strand at a time. Your
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
gloss and lustre and try as you will hair will be soft, glossy and beautiA want Ad., in tbe New Mexican you cannot find a trace of dandruff or ful In just a few moments a delightNotice Is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos. New Mexico, who sees more people in one day than you falling hair; but your real surprise ful surprise awaits everyone who tries
on August 26, 1907, made Homestead can see in a month. Try one.
will be after about two weeks' use, this.
o
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downy

"NArr"

Most
Desirable
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gray-haire-

0

Fine

1

Mrs. Blankenship Tells of Her
Restoration to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

mimn
first a cocky little messenger boy in
hand was a message marked
his

-
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TEN MONTHS

"And you'll know it by Hie flag that

e

Santa Fe,

Big

SHE SUFFERED

CW,

Heatherbloom skirts, she proved that
she could do a sustained piece of
work by the success of her novel,
"Dawn O'Hara." Then, to show she
had not forgotten her newspaper
'work, Bhe entertained the whole coun-try by her accounts of the national
conventions, written for a syndicate
of newspapers.
(BY EDNA FERBER)
They're melting down their pewter
to make bullets. When the women of
a country begin to do that look out!
It's an
process to
watch this melting of the pewter.
You may see it done by dropping into
the bare little shop on the street floor
of an office building just a block or
You know the
so off State street.
place by the flag that hangs outside,
The flag gives it the look of a recruit-- ;
ing office. That's what it is a re-- j
cruiting office. If there were a sign
grey
outside it might read something like
Two women followed. Well dressed,
this:
"Men and women wanted between they were, intelligent looking, of the
the ages of one and one hundred, to type that might be out. of the office or
join the United States Army of Pro- the home. It was hard to tell.
The next man lined up nt the pine
gressives. . Hard work. No pay. In- table rather sheepishly. He took a
" until.
within are letter from his pocket. "I'm a Wil- The recruiting officers
found to be: one Bona Fide Countess, son man. But I got a letter today
looking wonderfully boyish and trim from a girl I know. She's working for
In
and uncountesslike in a severe black the American Express Company
suit and untrlmmed hat; one Brand Paris. She sent a dollar for a certi
New Bride with a fluffy feather thing ncate and wants me to send it to her."
They came in ones and twos. Dapabout her throat; one Business-likYoung Woman in Brown.
They are per young office clerks,
An
clumped in, tongs
'there to answer questions, dispense nle1,1 nandto leave a fiuarter and get a
Progressive literature, sell Progressive
him
came a man with
certificates and stamus. and adorn all Pin. Just after
comers with a Moose pin or button. a slip of paper in his hand He want-- !
Day after day, week after week, they ed five
r
"Five separate
certlfi- have pledged their time and energy
until the election i November. And cates?"
Yes, that was it. One for himself,
there are plenty of pleasanter, more
frivulous pastimes for Bona Fide one for Ma, one for Katherine, one
Countesses, and Brand New Brides, for Elizabeth, one for Snooks or
in that is, for Willie, the baby.
and Business-likYoung Women
When the Bona Fide Countess, and
Brown to do, than to sit all day long
in a dark, stuffy, bare little downtown the Brand New Bride and the Busi
Girl in Brown come down
store room, melting down pewter for ness-likeach morning they find Mho place
bullets.
The merest accident sent me there. scrubbed clean. One morning this
A conversation overheard
no, shame-- : week they found the scrub lady waitlessly and openly listened to in a fas- - ing at the door ready for the street,
hionable tea room. When you want her absurd bonnet on her head, her
to know what s going to be worn next jacket, tnat was never intended for
week, you go to that tea room. They're her, buttoned up.
w earing it there this week.
At the
"Good morning," said the Brand
next table sat a frivulous looking New Bride.
little blonde person in blue serge and
"Good morning," replied the scrub
one of those sneaky looking little hats lady. She moved over to the pine
(they're wearing. With her was a table and pointed one finger at the
nx nr mnnsp nina wh
woman,
iv rtni.n
u.uiiiiJ, liiuiiuuiy.
They were drinking countless cuds of there.
tea, eating squares of delicious look
"I waited till you come down," she
ing buttered toast and talking what said, "to ask you could I maybe have
do you think? By all the laws of one of them pins."
custom, superstition, and femininity
"Waited to ask me?" gasped the
they should have been discussing the Brand New Bride, pausing in the unsuperiority of the plaited skirt over fastening of her feather boa. ' "Why
the panier. But no. They were talk- didn't you take one?"
The scrub lady's water shriveled
ing politics. Aggressive, progressive
politics. They were talking of a won- fingers were fastening the pin to her
derful system they had helped per- coat.
fect that day a system whereby wo- I "Oh, I wouldn't do that," she said.
men were to be given a chance to "I'd rather wait till you come."
The Brand New Bride thought a
help in the cause of progressiveism.
1 leaned over.
moment.
"Are you for the New
"Where is this place?"
Party?'' she asked.
The little blonde in the skittish hat
"Well, sure," said the scrub lady.
showed no surprise or displeasure at "I'm fur it, I read about it. It's fur
being addressed by an unknown. That me. That's why I'm for it."
is a new bond of sisterhood that a
They're melting down the pewter to
common interest is weaving for wo make bullets. When the women of a
men, she told me
country begin to do that look out.
g

made from the best material, fully
guaranteed, the latest styles, and
tailors.
made up by first-claPlaced against the ready-mad- e
clothes, why there's no comparison
in wearing qualities, style and fit.
Qive me a chance to show you a list
of the orders I have taken in five
days. You are entitled to the best
there is in clothes, and there is only
one place in Santa Fe to get them.

East Side of Plaza,

i- -t

1

would appeal to you.
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j

Was Helpless

j

'

Now Well.

Trenton, Mo. "About two years ago
I had female trouble and inflammation so
bad that 1 was literally helpless and had
to be tended like a baby. I could not
move my body or lift y foot for such
severe Paina that I had to scream. I was
verV nervous and had a weakness,
"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- Puna na3 ne,Pea mu w sucn on exlent
that I think there is no medicine like it
for female troubles. I am up and ablo
to do my work again and I give you full
permission to publish my letter for the
sake of other suffering women." Mrs.
W.T.PuRNELL,320-10t- h
St.,Trenton,Mo.
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High Art

Easy Shoes

n

$25 what ordinarily costs
$40, that on the face of it it

-

r

j

you can get for

that when

r--

SA YS BETTER LOOK

INVESTMENT!

A GOOD

7
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Artistic

'$&

for

l&tl

Shoe

I

I
jl

sF7

Election

Seen Here

Hff

JUST ONE TRIAL
OF OUR SCHOOL

SHOES

We've School
Will Prove Their Excellence!
Shoes for Boys and Girls That Were Built for
Better Looking or Better Wearing
Duty.
School Shoes You've Never Seen !
OF GUN METAL, CALF,
BOX CALF, VELOUR CALF,
PAT. COLT AND THE NEW FALL TANS,
MEDIUM OR HIGH CUT.

LEATHERS

EVERY SHOE FITTED TO THE

FOOT

'

PERFECTLY!

IOWA POLITIGS
ARE SCRAMBLED
(By Gilsou Gardner.)
Des Moines, la., Oct. Hi. The polit
ical situation in Iowa is sadly scramb
led.
The race is generally admitted to be
between Wilson and Roosevelt with

$2.00

$1.25, $1.50,
School
Shoes
$2.50 and $3.00
Boys'

$1.50, $2.00
Girls' School Shoes $1.00,
$2.50 and $3.00

Taft running third.
There are three full tickets in the
field democratic, republican and bull

ACCOkDINO

TO SIZE.

moose.

The democrats are

sincerely

con-

fident, basing their hopes of victory
on the theory that the normal republican majority of 70,00(1 will be obliterated by the division in the republi-

can ranks.

The only chance for Roosevelt to
defeat the democratic hopes is for him
to PoU a vote greatly in excess of
Tail's and to draw some on the dem
ocratic vote.
The few polls which have been
trken are conclusive of only one thing
Taft's weakness. They favor both

Itoosevelt and Wilson.
Taft has been thrown overboard by
Senators Cummins and Kenyon, by
both candidates for governor (George
13.
Clark, regular republican, and John
1j. Stevens, Dun moose), by all candidates for state and other local of
fices, by all candidates for congress,
and even by the regular republican
state committee. His only representatives in the state are members of a
"provisional committee" ap
pointed by C. D. Hilles.
Senator Kenyon has not officially
repudiated Taft, but he is making his
to the senate
campaign for
without mentioning of Taft or any
allusion to national issues. He is
working solely for a republican state
legislature which would carry out the
primary instructions to send him
back to the senate. The democratic
is Dan
candidate against Kenyon
Hamilton, formerly member of congress.
The republican candidate for governor, George W. Clark, was nominated
as a progressive and says he stands
for everything in the Roosevelt plat-- j
form. It is understood that he intends
tc vote for Roosevelt, but is not willing while remaining republican candidate for governor to officially repudiate Taft.
Cummins has repudiated Taft. In
an authorized
statement he says
Taft's nomination at Chicago was accomplished by fraud and therefore
Taft is not the nominee of the republican party..
The Cummins progressives were
willing to have a third party list of
presidential electors in Iowa, but are
much disgruntled over the nomination of a bull moose ticket, saying
that this is more than likely to defeat
the state ticket which was nominated
in the June primaries and was largely
composed of genuine progressives.
The bull moose managers defend
their action in putting a state ticket
in the field on the ground that the law
requires them to poll a certain per
cent of the vote for governor in order
to have, next year, a place for their
candidates on the official ballot. TJiey
say they are laying the foundation of
a new party which is to take the
place of the defunct republican party.
Can anybody
unscramble these

PFLUEGER'S
The
Shoe Man

32nd ANNUAL
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, II,

d

eggs.
TRY GARDEN TRUCKING.

Agriculture being the basis of all
progress and prosperity, it is up to
this community to put forth its best
efforts to encourage and develop it in
this locality. Gardening and trucking being the most profitable branch
of it, for the amount of land and wa-- j
ter used, should receive careful at- tention. A great many persons
had any experience in this
line, hesitate to go into it, as failure
entails. considerable loss both in time:
and money. Lakewood Progress.
Work for the New Mexican.
It is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state

12,

1912.

Opening Day

Monday,

"State Day"
Tuesday,
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Albuquerque Day
Thursday,
Firemen's Day
Friday,
Columbus Day

Saturday,

Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,
EVERY DAY

D. K. B. SELLERS,
President.

FRANK A. STORTZ
Secretary.

Colonist Rates
VIA

RIO GRANDE
the
(Scenic Line of

VERY LOW

World)

FARES FROM DENVER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
ONE-WA-

Y

j

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On

Sale September 25tfi to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS
Call on or write .your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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0
NEW YORK WINS 2 TO

I

GUI

WHO WON

GAME FOR NEW YORK

TO-DAY- 'S

BOSTON RED SOX LOST THEIR FIRST GAME.
the Bed Sox owners said, and pointed to many empty seats In the outfield stands as an evidence of this
reaction. The playing of a game today instead of tomorrow made it im-

Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 10. The
New York Nationals defeated the Boston Red Sox by a score of 2 to 1 today,; making the world's series con-

test so far stand:

Boston, one game won, and New possible for hundreds, unable to
''their business- engagements
York one game won and one tie con-- -;
-

THUf8DAY, OCTOBER

Gardner's foul against
the fence.
Stahl doubled into the bleachers.
Had the ball gone ten foot higher it
would have cleared the high fence
for a home run. Meyers saved Marquard a wild pitch by a great catch
behind the plate. Wagner sent up a
high fly to Devore. No runs, one hit,
no errors.
EIGHTH INNING.
First half: Devore got a hit to left
over Gardner's hit. Doyle filed to
Lewis. Snodgrass singled to left, Devore being held at second. Murray
flied to Lewis. Snodgrass was forced
s
at second when Wagner took
grounder and threw to Yerkes.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
Second half:
Engle went to bat
for Carrigan. It was announced also
Enthat- Ball would bat for O'Brk-n- .
gle flied to Murray. Ball struck out.
Hooper walked. It was the first base
on balls g.vren by Marquard during
the game. Herzog threw out Yerkes
at first baic. No runs, no hits, no
errors.

10,' 1912.

Mer-kle'-

ad-ju-

on

Revolver'

'
m
rTNReir.iTigtmU-M.CCiitit the Revolver Mwk
such short notice, to attend. The. reserved seats were' well filled. Some
ardent "fans" waited up all night for
The red ball brand is chosen by the majority of revolver and
the gates to open, A warm sun and
pistol expertt because they know that
a gentle northerly breeze at noon disthe ignition is prompt, uniform and sure,
'
ner.
the accuracy is guaranteed by records
pelled the clouds that had threatenNINTH INNING.
An error of a thrown ball put a man ed rain all the morning. The smart
Pittol Record held by George ArmMronj. score 4S2 e SK
World's Indoor
Shot Pistol Record held by George Armstrong, score
World'! Indoor Twenty-Fiv- e
First hall. Bedient and Cady went
on second and third for Boston, but showers during the night had little
off
in
as
Boston.
catch
e
the
Shot Rapid Fire Record held by A. P. Lsne, ecore 605 ex 750
WoHd's Seventy-FivDevore by a nice running
Herzog
baUery for
effect on the infield.
World
Outdoor rocket Revolver Kecora new oy j. r.
and
was
ball
took
a
hit
by
pitched
211
Cady's bat, saved the day for the
ex 250.
Line, score
O'Brien and Carrigan for Boston,
first. Herzog was out stealing second,
World's Grand Aggregate Individual Record held by A. r.
Giants. The New York's hitting was and Marquard and Meyers for New
Lane, score 1236.
s.
fielded
Boston
to
Yeriu
Cady
Meyers singled past
World's Military Record held by Samuel Peterson, score
timely and effective.
York, seemed the choice for today's
215 ex 2S0.S
Wagner. Speaker made a brilliant
superbly.
batteries.
ammunition
all made with Remington-UM0 1001000
running catch of Fletcher's long drive
New York
The Bostons were the first on the
combination
Rtmrngton-UMCtshooting
perfect
a
line
then
douu.td
and
by
up Meyers
Boston
field for batting practice. The Giants
Metallic Cartridge Co.
leminton
throw to Stahl.
BOX SCORE.
New York City
came on the field soon after the
290. Broadway
3
AB RBHPO AE
No runs, one hit, no errors.
New York
American leaguers.
2
0
0
2
a
4
0
Second half: Speaker popped up
Devore. rf
1 0
3
0 0 3
Reports that several -players of
high fly to Fletcher. Lewis scratched
Doyle, 2b
the
would
teams
that
insist
4
0 1 0 0 0 both
an infield hit. Lewis scored on Gard-- I the accounts of the "battles" on the to you.
Snodgrass, cf
5 .. 0 0 team members share, not only in the
ner s double to right. Gardner was following day. The contest Thurs
Murray, If
WILLIAM McADOO.
4,1,1
0
0
5 0" I receipts of yesterday's tie contest but
. .3
took Stahl's day night is said to be for some kind Tn fharlatv Murnhv. nf Nuf York.
out when Marquard
Merkle, lb
as
1
0 in the next three games
3
1
1
2
well,
Herzog, :ib
grounder and threw to Herzog, who of a championship a bantamweight
and John F. Fitzgerald, of Massa4
0 1 S 1 () which, including the New York game
Meyers, c .
touched the Boston nfnner before he or featherweight championship, I be
chusetts:
3 0 1 3 2 0' last Tuesday would make five games
Fletcher, ss
could reach the bag. Hendrickson ran lieve. Leave it to the readers of the
in obI do not seek your support
1
0
2 0 in
0
0
third sport page to tell what bantamweight taining my nomination for president,
Marquard, p
for Stahl. Hendriclison made
all, were scouted by members of
the National commission. Sejiwtary
when Fletcher took, Wagner's ground- and featherweight mean.' I'm sure 1 and I do not solicit it 'in this cam2S
7 27
2
7 Totals
John Heydler said that the players
er and threw wildly to first. Wagner don't know what the words- - stand paign. Let this be your notice that I
RUBE MARQUARD,
AB RBHPO
Boston
; s ,
would share only iu the first four
slold second. Devore caught Cady's for.
t
am aware of the character of the poli3
0 r. o . l
Hooper, rf
of the series and that yesterlong
games
fly.
tical machines which you control and
1
0
4
.3
Yerkes, 2b
One run, two hits, one error.
day's contest, though a tie, would called on him. Doyle flied to Speaker. two out. With three balls and two
which represent financial interests
4
0 1 3
NIGHT
LETTRRS
Speaker, cf
count as one of the regular games. It was an attempt at the hit and strikes called on Snodgrass the crew
The Natit nal commission figures
with sinister purposes. I intend to
1
2
4
. . 4
Lewis, If. . , , .
A rule to cover the question of the run Dlav.
WERE
THAT
NOT
was out stealing, was in a ferment of excitement. f0r today's Bame: Total attendance,
Devore
rid the New York and Massachusetts
1
3
0
0
3b.
Gardner,
Nawas Snodgrass flied to Lewis and the
$63,142.
was drafted some time ago by Carrigan to Wagner.
34,024.
Total
Devore
of your dominance, and
receipts,
games
4
2
democracy
0
11
0
Stahl, lb
SENT AS NEEDED the democratic
tional commission's share, $6,314.20.
six feet from the bag. Snod- - pense was over for Boston.
party of bosses. I be0 the National commission.
"Wagner, ss
, . . .4 0 0 1
o
One run, two hits, no erro-Mnl Probable batting order:
lieve the voters of the country will apgrass out- on a fly to Speaker.
Players' shu.e $34,0SG.68. Each clubs
.2 0 0 oo
Carrigan, c.
Richard Washburn Child, lawyer prove my course.
Second Half: Stahl singled to right. share, ?11,3(;5.56.
1
0 0 0
Boston Hooper rf.; Yerkes, 2b.; runs, no hits, no errors.
Engle, x
()j
reformer and "muckraker,''
flied
to
was a hard drive and well played
It
novelist,
Half:
Second
WOODROW WILSON.
Hooper
1
0
0
0
c
0
Cady,
Speaker, cf.; Lewis, If.; Gardner, 3b;
on
vivid and artistic stories To
was
the
batter
who
Devore
held
had
OFF.
GAME
writing
Fletcher.
CHICAGO
good
speed
Marquard
by
2
0
0 0 1
Champ Clark:
O'Brien, p
Stahl, lb; Wargner, ss; Carrigan, c; and a fast
for the leading magazine before he
Yerkes first base. Stahl was out attempting
I assume that I was partly instrubreaking curve.
1
0 O'Brien, n.
0 0 0
Ball, xx
out on strikes. The crowd cheered to steal on a short passed ball. Murray
10. The second lad finished his law course at Har- mental in procuring the nomination of
Oct.
0
0 0 0
ill.,
Chicago,
Bedient, p
New York Devore, rf.; Doyle, 2b;
catch of
Speaker as he came to the plate. made a dazzling
game of the series for the city cham- vard. Before he had been in print Woodrow Wilson and in blocking your
Hendrickson, xxx. ...0 0 0 0
Snodgrass, cf; Murray, If; Merkle, lb; Speaker out, Doyle to Merkle.
No Wagner's fly, after misjudging it. Carhe was recognized as one nomination. I thought at the time
pionship b. lween the Cubs and Sox, two years,
ss;
3b;
c;
Fletcher,
Meyers,
Herzog,
runs," no hits, no errors.
rigan went out, Marquard to Merkle. scheduled for this afternoon, was of our best short story writers a that Wilson was an idle progressive.
33 1 7 27 15 0
Totals
p.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
SECOND HALF.
rsmk which was given substantial re- I find, however, that in spite of good
X Engle batted for Carrigan
iu Marquard,
declared off on account of rain.
two world's series games this
SIXTH INNING.
made a
The
Half:
First
when he twice received a intentions, he is out of sympathy with
Murray
cognition
eighth.
First Half: Boston fans applauded
hit to center. Merkle sacrificed
1000 short story prize from Collier's. the
XX Ball batted
for O'Brien in year have set new total records. AGAME POSTPONED.
people. He was born an aristolthough the game In New York fell
The actual conditions which he en crat and has spent his days in exclueighth.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 10. Minneapolis-De- countered in his law practice led him
XXX Hendrickson ran for Stahl In 3,000 short of last year's
opening
This acnver
baseball game postponed, toward reform; and in the past two sive University atmosphere. remarks
ninth.
game in the same city, the total for RAY COLLINS, BOSTON SOUTHPAW. WHO WAS
for his unfortunate
counts
rain. Nexi. game Saturday.
or three years he has given up Arcady against the honored Thomas Jefferr. h. e. the two games of the present series
the. score:
TAKEN OUT IN EIGHTH INNING YESTERNEW YORK
to do his part in the greater work of son, against foreign-bor2 7 1 is 7,311 greater than for last year's
laborers, in
1
BOSTON
7 0 first two contests.
Last year 64,567
national journalism. Notable among favor of freer Chinese immigration,
TEAM
FE
SANTA
IN
BIG
THE
GAME.
DAY
his contributions were his attack on against a minimum wage for women
SUMMARY:
persons saw the first two games.
WITHDRAWS FROM
The great bulk of the crowd came
Two base hits Murray, Herzog,
the Wool Trust and Schedule K in to protect motherhood, etc. I fear he
Stahl Gardner. Hits Off O'Brien, six late. The "Royal rooters" led by a
Magazine and his articles fails to grasp the significance of true
Everybody's
THE TOURNAMENT on the Lawrence
stike in Collier's.
hits and two runs in 20 times at bat brass band, playing "Tessie" the batprogress. Possibly I have made a
in eight innings. Hits Off Bedient, tle song of the famous
NOTABLE NIGHT MESSAGES.
mistake. Forgive me and regrave
(By Nan O'Neill.)
X
'
one hit and no runs in two times in
series of 1903, marched across
as strictly confidential until
'
this
gard
By Richard Washburn Child.
Albuquerque, X. M., Oct. 10. Deone inning. Sacrifice hits Merkle, the field and took their seats in the
is over.
the
or
campaign
of
words
"The
saddest
pen
tongue
the
v feated by Silver City today by
Gardner and Marquard. Sacrifice fly stands behind left field.
rJENNINGS BRYAN.
WILLIAM
not
were
them."
wired
that
words
Are
score or Li to u, tne sania r e oaseuau
A
V"
Stolen bases Fletcher,
ThanHnra
Tn
Roosevelt:
Herzog.
for
went
ConRed
Sox
When the
put
club has decided to withdraw from To William Barnes, Republican
Double
Devore, Wagner.
President Taft has instructed me to
plays
field practice the home 'club fans
vention Hall, Chicago:
the state fair tournament and the
s
on
to
Left
Stahl.
bases
Speaker
inform
you that under no circum-ctanceTris
noticed
that
when
hereof
votes
they
Do not nominate me if the
groaned
Santa Ke boys will not play ball
who cam-- ,
those
allow
he
iew rorK, u; uoston, 7. liases on Speaker, the Boston heavy hitter,
will
after, but will sit In the grand stand stolen delegates are necessary. Reballs Off O'Brien, 3; off Marquard, 1.
in his behalf to indulge in false
limped perceptibly. Speaker wrenchand watch Albuquerque and Silver gard this as a moral and not a pollti- - paign
First base on errors Boston, 1. Hit ed
accusations
concerning personal morAlbuhis ankle sliding to first base in
the
that
Remember
cal question.
City battle for the first money.
!by
or probity. He begs
Bedient,
pitcher By
Herzog. the third inning yesterday.
temperance
als,
querque lost to Silver City Monday in tank and file of our party in direct me to
Struck out By Marquard,
6; by
that he has telegraphed to
say
fieldhPlllH
a
two
HCMP
teams
irntTIP
nlovort
fast
the
to
two
nlnenlir
were
up
The
.
States
put
nearly
a wwovi; f
'
" o
" primary
O'Brien, 3. Time, 2:16. ; Umpires
J. Alden Bede and John Marshall Har4 to 2. Santa Fe was beaten by Albu- one against me.
ing practice, and the stops and throws
They probably feel
At plate,-Evan; on bases, Glem;
son of the late
right of the
lan, the short-weigdecheered.'
players were loudly
querque Tuesday by a wide margin. that we are too reactionary. My
of the
field, Rigler; left field, OLoughlin.
in- lamented and honored Justice
to
club
Fe
was presented
is
serve
Santa
to
the
the
automobile
An
sire
Beaten
again
people
today,
again
The official scorer ruled that the
to cease their camCourt,
Supreme
result
as
a
most
in
to
valuable
and
the
for
upholdconference
a
held
comparison
being
significant
error in the ninth inning should be Speaker
abuse on the stump. Further
1
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trouble es. Th peepul ea a takin up
with these new fytguled idees en
es a livin too well, es mister
they
REMARKS
Taft hes sed. But yu bring thet sute
agin mister Owen en thet feller Collier, en I will show them two fellers
en thet feller Sellers jist es I hev
Dos Cafiones Viejoc. Uncle Tom?
showed thet feller Fritz Mueller en
de San thet feller Cap Fornuff.
El Chanate del Condado
Thet's a
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Miguel.

Que

no?

fac too, by heck."

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?
Them two old cannon
came yet.
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The great dispute between Roosevelt and me came when the governor
announced that corporations must pay a franchise tax, and had bills drawn
providing for this. Chairman Odell of the state committee and organization
leaders generally hoisted the signal of rebellion. Roosevelt clenched his
fist and gritted his teeth and drove through the legislature the Franchise
Tax Iaw. Senator Piatt in his "Autobiography."
He it remembered that the above statement is made by a man who,
during his lifetime, was opposed to Roosevelt.
Lie it remembered that if alive today, he would be fighting with all his
remight to defeat Col. Roosevelt and would be battling with the standpat
Taft.
of
publicans for the
This only makes his statement stronger. It only brings out more forcibly that leading characteristic of the candidate of the progressive party
which the people so admire. They like his courage and determination. They
is
admire him for his sense of justice. They applaud him for the fight he
deal.
making in the interest of the people in a demand for a square
There is no campaign documeut that has been printed better than the
three sentences above quoted, that come back to us now from one who cannot
speak, but left this written testimony.
The action of Roosevelt was so characteristic. He saw a chance to aid
in the betterment of the condition of the people, and there was no hesitancy,
no dallying, no shrinking in what he felt to be his duty, and what his heart
told him was right.
No wonder the common, everyday citizen is with him, in this notable
fight for justice and fair dealing.
The people have great interests at stake. They know how those interests have been juggled with.
Thev have come to understand how they have been neglected.
nation's
They have come to realize by whom and in what mnrnev the
"ousiri ss has been controlled.
want
They want such a man as that described by Senator Piatt. They
Roosevelt.
Theodore

WHERE

Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.

asked one of the aldermen yester
day about this and he said the city
was paying five or six men to collect
the garbage from all parts of the
town. Where are all these paid men.
Is it a case of graft, or what is it?
It is pretty evident that somebody
has succeeded in finding the much
sought method of getting "something
for nothing," and that men are being
paid for something they don't do.
Of course, there are always ' plenty
of people who are looking out for just
such jobs. It is a pity that this characteristic is so strong in humanity to
try and get the best of some one; to
try and beat somebody; to loaf at
someone else's expense. But when
these kinds of chaps are found, they
should be marked and made to do
their share or go hungry.
The city employs these men to collect garbage, which is necessary for
the good of the city; it pays them for
the service which they do not give.
It is someone's duty to investigate
this matter. Whose is it, and why
does not he tend to it?
What's the trouble and where, city
dads?
I

Albukurk, N. M., Oct. 10 "Hon.
Jose Ma. Garcia, Justice ov Piece,
writes the Old Codger, "I hev tuk
my pen en hand fur tu ask yu tu at
wunst bring suit agin one mister
Frank Owen of Santy Fee, en one
mister Dave C. Collier, Manigur ov
th Exposhun et Sany Diegoo tu make
them thur fellers send tu me that
three leg chickun en thet six leg calf
which Mister Owen hes sent me tu
Albukurk tu exhibit et th state fair.
I
hev met every train en them
exhl-bishu-

HABITS.

'

AN OUTRAGE.
Two school girls were on their wayj
from school yesterday, going to their'
homes. A boy riding on the sidewalk
with his bicycle deliberately and recklessly ran into them, and knocked
them down, cruelly disfiguring the face

d

Rubber trees have been successfully
neck seem to grow everywhere.

transplanted

in Brazil.

Rubber

seems to be disturbing both
How that "waning" campaign of Roosevelt's
the old parties. Funny, isn't it?
0
nomination of Sulzer in New York, is
the
since
Of
Murphy
silence
The
fairly deafening.
0

is to quit his company.
Again It is rumored that J. Bruce Ismay
not sinking is It?

It's

wus up
dave
tall.
store yisterday fer tu git me a new
selluloid kollur en when I went In, a
feller ses tu me, he sea, ses he, whut
kin I do fur yu, real polite like en I
sea tu him, I aes, ses I, I want tu git
me a selluloid koller en he ses tu me,
he aes, ses he, they is out ov date, en
we do not carry them no more, he
ses. I am plum disgusted with this
gol darn town. They think they air
th whole thing. Things es a gettln
bad en this yere nashun when yu kin
not git a selluloid koller en a place
like Albukurk. Thet es whut es wrong
with this nashun en thet Is whur th

HERALD PAYS

COMPLIMENT TO
OUR NAN O'NEIL

g
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Cashier.
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Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

Caspar Avenue.
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MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
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UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

(Albuquerque Herald)
"Nan O'Neil," the cleverest and
most talented society writer in the
state, and one of the best known
newspaper women in the southwest,
is in Albuquerque this week; covering
the entire state fair, with all its subsidiary news features, for the Santa
Fe New Mexican, and incidentally
greeting her innumerable friends in
Nan O'Neil is
local society circles.
known as Miss Ruth
otherwise
of Judge and
Laughlin, daughter
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, of Santa Fe, and
exceedingly popular in Santa Fe society. Armed with full passports and
credentials admitting her to all exclusive official circles of the fair, gate
keepers have no terrors for "Nan
O'Neil," but in view of her charming
manner
personality and business-likit is doubtful if any gate keeper would
have the nerve, anyhow.
"I think Albuquerque is lovely,"
said Nan O'Neil today; "especially
during fair time. There is a cordiality
about the people that you don't find
in many cities, and somehow or other
there seems to be a something doing
all the time. Of course, I'm having
the time of my life, even though reporting the results of motorcycle races
and baseball games keeps me pretty
busy." And the official representative of the Santa Fe New Mexican
briskly stepped into a telegraph office to "put a story on the wire." By
special arrangement with the chief of
police, Nan Is to be given the first
preference on all "scoops'" such as
murders, suicides, dynamite explosions
and aeroplane accidents. The newspaper woman is especially interested in
aeroplanes and arrangements may be
made by which Lincoln Beachey will
make one flight with the society editor as a passenger.
During Miss Laughlin's absence, the
society work, locally, in Santa Fe, is
being covered by Mike O'Toole, another gifted society writer of the Ancient City, whose graceful and pungent style is said to rival that of Nan

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

e

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light. Steam Heat,
Central Location.
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means of it, muddy streets have been
converted into hard and satisfactory
roadways. All the expense the city
would be put to, would be the hauling and placing of the cinders on
those streets where most needed, like
Don Gaspar, for instance, or Lincoln
avenue, aloug the plaza. These two
streets just now seem to be in need of
something to put them in better condition, and relieve the muddy plight
in which they are so often found.
The suggestion of the cinders is at
least worth a trial it seems to me, and
ac it was made by a citizen who has
seen it tried and observed the effects,
it seems as if it is worth consideration.
Something needs to be done to our
This cannot be gainsaid.
streets.
They are at times in a deplorable condition, and need some doctering. This
is one of the things that would aid in
giving us our "city beautiful."
Muddy streets belong to towns like
Oskaloosa, Bad Axe, Muskogee,
and Oconomowoc, but not to
coming cities like our Santa Fe.
Let us get ready for that rush of
visitors who are coming next summer
and try this cinder pavement. It will
be a dust reliever and a preventative
of mud.
Let's try it on.

one of the children and causing a
painful injury.
This was an outrage from two
standpoints; first, the running into the
young girls without any apparent effort to avoid a collision; second, in
riding on the sidewalk with a bicycle
at all.
Most cities have an ordinance prohibiting riding a bicycle on the sidewalk.
It is not the place for vehicles, anyway. The man in Santa
Fe, who has no automobile, no carriage, no bicycle, pays his three plunks
a year to keep up the roads and city
streets' for travel of those who do
have these vehicles, and then is not
even permitted to walk on the sidewalk, or have his children do so without having some young pup, take the O'Neil.
liberty of appropriating the sidewalk
when he has the whole street to ride WHEN THE CANNING SEASON'S ON

Oi

ACT OF ROObEUELT.

A West Virginia girl prevented a wreck by flagging a train with her
out of fashion. They don't' seem to
apron. We thought aprons had gone
anyway.
fashion
the
plates,
appear in

IS HE?

The refuse is falling all
Over the street.
The odor is far from what
You'd call sweet.
And yet the city is called
On to pay
A garbage man, who won't
Come our way.

liev not come yit. Also I hev
tu
mister Owen fur 'em en he
writ
I
GROWTH OF
hev
hes not sent me no reply.
A Philadelphia embezzler says that he can remember the time in his heerd thet he is a makin a deal with
life when the owing of S3 worried him. But owing money may, like many this yere feller Collier tu send thet
r.tu
ti,ii,r i.pmmo a habit nnd sear the conscience. He acquired the habit. three leg chicken en thet six leg
and in late years felt no uneasiness in borrowing all the money he could calf tu San Diegoo fur tu exhibit them
get his hands on, even without watting for the owner's consent.
et th expositshun thur en thereby he
"How use doth breed a habit in a man!"
a breakin his promise tu me.
es
we
Habit lies at the basis of all our ordinary action. Everything that
"I am considerbul riled, en thet's
,
habitual.
and
becomes
do repeatedly
easy
a fac' by heck, fur this yere feller
David Hume declared that the habit of seeing the bright side of things
Col.
Sellers, down yere tu Albukurk,
is worth more than a thousand pounds a year.
as steadily he will not let up on me. He is a
life
are
habits
that
carry
and
perseverance
economy
Diligence,
sayin tu me agin, es this th Santy
to Bticcess as favoring winds carry a ship at sea.
'
Es this th kind ov a
Fee spirits?
formed
a
character
by
persistent
but
an
is
not
inheritance,
Depravity
deal which yu air agoin tu give my
habits. And rectitude is only the confirmed habit of doing what is right.
The truth Is not simply that we may form habits; we must form habits. state fair? He is too plum officious.
We cannot do or say or think or feel anything without leaving a definite I hev got no use fur him. He ses
mark on the nervous organism which more or less affects all succeeding boost, gol darn yu boost, en whut
kin I say?. I hev not got thet three
action or speech or thought or feeling.
Could the voung but realize how soon they will become mere walking leg chickun en thet six leg calf, there-fur- ,
I am
bundles of habits, they would take care to have those habits helpful instead
plum up agin It. I am also
of harmful.
tired plum out, gold darn It. I hev
o
walked pretty nigh all over this yere
town, my boots hurt
my feet, my
en I
corns
es
bustin
worknigh
the
through,
which
official
life
Roosevelt's
There is one act of Theodore
too
is
hed
a
ache.
hev
than
They
got
men seem to remember more sharply and with deeper appreciation
thpv enter Droeressive headquarters ana many peepul yere en they hev been
to support the pro- a jammin intu me, a pushin me off en
they write of it constantly in their letters promising
on their fight for th side walk en a throwin confetty
entered
miners
1902
the
gressive ticket. When in the year
trust en my face en I am gol darn nigh all
life with the coal trust and expressed a willingness to arbitrate, the
in whuras ef I hed ov hed thet three
said: "We have nothing to arbitrate."
were leg chickun en thet six leg calf, I
miners
The
trust.
the
of
were
back
courts
the
and
The legislature
coal. The attorneys wuld hev been a exhibitin them en I
willing to work at fair wages. The consumers needed
Theo- would hev a been a makin sum monfor the coal barons advised them: "Nobody can interfere with you."
his
dore Roosevelt interfered. He was told that interference would cost him
ey fur both me en mister Owen. But
I
He spoke and the barons consented to arbitrate.
hev hed a fair sizabul time ov it
The men and women who labor for wages seem to ha've a holding belief
en th gold darn newspapers hev not
past. The even found out I hev bin
that Theodore Roosevelt will continue to do as he has done in thecontained
yere es yit.
in
I
word at headquarters is that labor is reading the promises
see thet thet thur nan ONeel es
be
to
made
were
the progressive party's platform, and that it believes they
down yere. I am suspicus ov her. I
kept.
hev a notshun thet her name ain't
o
Nan ONeel en thet she hes got
conThere is something passing strange in it, but the only campaign
name which she es not a usin
tributions that seem to interest the standpatters of both the old parties en ef I kin fin out whut et es, I am
are
the
iniquitous
only
are those given to the Roosevelt campaign. They
candidate who did wrong agoin tu tell on her, gol darn et, fur
offerings ever donated and the Colonel is the only
she es a writin things up down yere
in accepting them. It is certainly peculiar that in the face of his "waning' and
everyone es a payin tu much
It
old
the
both
organizations.
from
of
attack
still
the
is
object
fight he
tu her whuras ef they know-ean
and
already
routed
an
on
party
an
already
attack
is unusual to continue
wus they wuld not be a
who
she
louder
"actions
where
cases
speak
defeated candidate. It is one of those
payin so much attenshun tu her, en
than words," and the actions indicate fear.
thet's a fac, by heck.
n
"But yu just go ahead en bring
Wilson
the
about
to
talk
The Philadelphia Record says: "Dixon wanted
thet thur suit in th court tu make
fund.''
Roosevelt
the
about
than
funds
rather
Taft
and
campaign
about; that feller Owens send me them exBut that doesn't seem to be what the committee wants to hear
to hibits en I will show this yere feller
wanteo
all
Wilson
nor
They
the
supporters.
nor the Taft supporters;
outthe
since
Sellers thet he is not es smart es he
that
Lear about Roosevelt. It is to be noticed, however,
on the witness stand, the interest in the 1904 thinks he es an I will pay yu whin
Roosevelt
of
evidence
spoken
I
git home from th proceds ov thet
and 190S contributions have "waned."
0
exhibits. ' I hev never seen no slch
of a crowd whut Is
gatherin yere. I wus
The Washington Evening Star publishes an alleged funny cartoon
r
Roosevelt with a halo marked "high ideals", while in his hand he carries out tu see th aviatshun en thet
in both politics and other
I kin not see
this
in
life,
noticeable
been
a
has
wondur.
It
ea
sure
stick."
the "big
to be instilled into some people by how he
keepa from a fallin off of thet
departments, that even high ideals have Roosevelt
has done it before and machine which he ridea on. He kin
even as forcible means as the big stick.
can do it again.
fly tu beat th band, en thet's a fac,
0
by heck. I plum nigh put my neck
"Go slow before deserting your party," pleads the Baltimore American, out ov jint a tryin tu watch him. He
sin to break away from a political organization, run entu a barb wire fence ylsturday
j. 8eem8 totobetheconsidered aideas.
There is a good deal of sin being com- but he never appeared tu mind it a
standpat
according
at it from that standpoint.
ITnited
looking
States,
I
mitted in these
tu
Rossenwalls
.

SEES IT

Where, oh! where is the
Garbage man.
Who used to empty the
Back yard can?
Our barrels are full to
The very brim;
Oh say, can you tell what's
Become of him?

0

0

THE BYSTANDER
j

STRONG TESTIMONY.

THE

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank is not living on Its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit AcLetters of Credit and Drafts issued on
counts opened.
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,
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The next time a thing of this kind
occurs some boy who is attempting
the smart aleck act, is going to get
the worst end of the deal, and pay
well for his freshness, if the parent
of the injured girl gets busy as he
says he will.
I don't know why this spirit of recklessness and disregard of other people's rights and privileges is given to
humanity, but it seems to be there,
and is carried out even to physical in- Jury. In the case of the boy who rode
the school girls down, it is not selflsh-- j
ness, as is the spirit which is so pre-- i
valent in the business world to let the
few escape the burden which the
many have to bear, but some other
strange influence of don't care, or
satisfaction in seeing others injured,
or perhaps the spirit, of the bully,
which would seem more likely inas
much as the object or nis recKiessness
were young girls instead of those of
his own strength and size.
Whatever the spirit, the sooner it is
knocked out of him, the better it will
be for the boy.
A GOOD SCHEME.
One of our citizens made

a

sugges-

tion yesterday which seemed to me
good. He spoke of the muddy condition of our streets at times and said
this could be avoided very largely by
taking the coal cinders furnished by
the light and water plant and putting
them on the streets. They soon pack
down hard, almost like macadam and
absorb a great deal of the moisture.
Manager Owen, of the company, says
that the city can have all the cinders
they want and then some.
This method of using cinders for
this purpose has been very successfully tried in other cities and by

(By Bill F. Brogan).
Now is the time when they

o

can

the fruit that the farmer brings to
town and there ain't no use nor no
excuse, for the ordinary man: Its
bottles and jars, tubs and pans all
over the kitchen floor with apple and
pear everywhere, peaches, plums,
grapes and the like. They boil on the
stove and they perfume the air, as
they scorch and burn in the pans
and the angry house-wif- e
lets her
temper run rife, as the kid howls
away on tile floor. On a little" old table
in a corner away, she serves a cold
snack for dad and he meekly slides
in amidst all the din, and meekly he
slsides out again. For this is the glv fA
some fall time, when thev run tk,,l
fruit of the land. The preserves may'
burn, but no one can spurn, the hot
cakes and jam, later on.
H. E. Archer, merchant of
Ala., states "My boy

bring returns.
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If you use embossed stationery, jou
can do no better than place your order with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request Our styles and forms are
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had a

severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out 6f bed for
a week. The first few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents of one bottle, he was well.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
kept continually in our house. It Is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
by all Druggists.
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Located in tbe beautiful Peoos
Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Onen air
work ' throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stTen buildings,
ern college.
modern In every respect.
Regents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
RHEA,
WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary
W. A. F1NLAY.

J. E.
J. P.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
COL. JAS. W.WILLSON,Supt.
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pleasant day, with Increasing cloudi- p. m., October 15, in the auditorium
EAGLE EYE KILLED.
ness late in the afternoon.
of the high school building.
Mrs. WOMEN STRONG
That 975 Round Oak Base Burner IiOrin C. Collins will address
the
FOR ROOSEVELT
Chicago Junction, Ohio, Oct. 10.
in Gerdes' store was bought at
club on the subject of the Department
of Garret, Indiana,
Engineer
IN TELEPHONING
SAYS NAN O'NEIL was killed Ranahan
L
Woman s club. Besides the regular
and Fireman Leeland of the
The New Mexican. If your business
The Weather For New Mexico: members and their guests the mem
same place, was fatally Injured in the
about advertising subscriptions or
fair tonlght and Frid(ly ex. bers of tho following organizations
colllsslon here today of Baltimore and
BY NAN O'NEIL.
Ceueray
If
"31
call
W.'
up
job work, please
Ohio passenger train No. 14, and a
ct.pt Bhowers ln nortll portion t0 have been invited to attend: Woman's
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 10. Are
you wish to speak to tne.eouor or give ni ,u Colder tonight in north and Board of Trade, The Fifteen Club,
of freight cars left on the main
siring
any news, please phone 31 J.
extreme east portions, about freez- - The Saturday Afternoon Club, the Au- the women of Albuquerque for Teddy track. Five mail clerks were hurt,
Instoves.
wood
but
Two
or
mem
SALE
are
FOR
not,
ction Bridge Club, The Wallace Club Roosevelt? All
none fatally. None of the passengers
lljg temperature,
quire D, New Mexican.
or reliable electric work see and the Scribblers' Club.
women of Albuquerque were were Injured.
, the
if
Save your money and buy some Spark8
FOR SALE Hard coal burner, 181 permitted to cast ballots in the elecPriceg alwayB reasonable,
nice home-madcandy at the Junior) serv--cavenue.
Palace
J. C. Ray, Winfleld, Ala., says: "My
tion in November it is a 2 to 1 bet
prompt
Auxiliary Sale. Boy, Scout rooms ondeed
that Colonel Roosevelt would carry
Warrant
warranty
DeedA
6
to
from
o
Saturday afternoon
the town. Hundreds of the women and bladder trouble so bad he had to
oo
fl,ed
c,erk.s offlce
FOR SALE Flow apples $2.50 per,by Hor&ce Q Longwellj et a, f t0
here are out and out Roosevelt boost- use a catheter.
Various kidney
barrel of 150 pounds. Phone Casner Ffank Qwen for and at corner of
ers and do not hesitate to declare remedies were tried without result,
1262
W.
ranch,
their hope that he, will be elected.
Aztec and Guadalupe streets, in preand finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Land Commissioner Robert P.
From 36 to 60 was the temperature cjnct 4; consideration $300.
Pills. In three days he could pass
It
will
waste
not
to
his
John
your
son,
pay
you
by
accompanied
Mr. Collins Says: "We are proud of
yesterday; average relative humidity,
.an extensive motor time writing out your legal forms some water and on the fifth, no long-- '
is
Ervien,
making
'Pin-Towas
a clear, cool, the
5a per cent. It
candies. Another big tour of the state in the interest of when you can get them already print- er needed a catheter. He continued
shipment in today. Come to Zooks the land office. He will likely be gone ed at the New Mexican Printing tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entireand see 'em."
until the middle of the month.
ly cured." For sale by all Druggists.
Company.
! FOR RENT Modern
furnished
is expected
Governor McDonald
room to one man, one who speaks back here
Saturday from Albuquerque
Spanish preferred, close in. Lock where he has been recuperating. He
Another large assortment
Box 417,
will likelv attend a meetlne of the
Did
if
In
District Court Judg& Abbott board of equalization upon ' his;fe-spen- t
latest shapes in Hats, such
in hearing the testi- urn
yesterday
. , . . tn IL.
.
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e
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Tl
as FELT, VELOUR, VELINCORPORATION PAPERS.
vs.
Miss
and
Tie
bara
Pole
Company
The Arm of Collier and Owen filed
VET, Etc. Also carry fine
adMiss
and
True
Bryan and then
incorporation papers in the office of
line of Stamped Articles
jrurned the case until November 12. the corporation commission yesterday
Elegantly Furnished Roms for rem. to do a general real estate business.
for Embroidery
The finest rooms in the city, having The
at
company is incorporated
all modern
conveniences, including $50,000 with a paid in capital of
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
electric light, steam heat and baths,
The stockholders are D. C.
j The
European Hotel, centrally lo-- I Collier, $1300; Frank Owen, $1300;
cated. State Progressive Headquart-- ! and F. C. WilBon, $100.
t'V
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
ers in the hotel.
The Santa Fe Dredging company, of
The members and friends of St. which A. B. Renehan is the )b'cal .v,
John's Methodist church extend . a agent, filed an amendment to its articordial invitation to the public to at-- , cles of incorporation authorizing
a
tend a reception from 8 to 10 p. m. this capitalization of $1,500,000 instead of,
.
evening at the church, to be given to $1,000,000.
Rev. J. M. Shimer and his charming
The El Paso Association of Credit
bride. Refreshments will be served.
Men wishes to enter New Mexico and
We are busy and we cannot get all accordingly filed articles of incorpdra-- !
the suits out at once that .we havejtion naming Numa C. Frenger as!
taken orders for, but we can care for agent, with offices
at Las Cruces.
The selection is There is no capital stock.
you if necessary.
IN THE U. S. COURT.
still fine and with only a few days
In the U. S. oistrict court the grand
left for sale prices, we cannot see how
West Side of Plaza
you can afford to let this pass by. It jury returned ten true bills. In the
never pays to wear ready mades un- three cases of alleged sale of liquor
less you do not care how you look. to Indians, the defendants, Pablo
Perea, Carlos Apodaca and Leopoldo
Capital Tailor.
"Fresh Lemon Tarts' The kind B1D0 wtre arraigned and entered
that mother used to make, at the P1" ot not guilty.
The case of the General Electric
Boy Scouts' rooms, Saturday after-- !
From a given amount of wood the
company vs. the Socorro Electric corn- noon, from J to B.
Have Added a Complete
Do vou wish to stoD smokina? Then'Panv- - was heard on motion of both
try a rich, mellow chocolate after Plaintiff and defendant for findings
Line of
will
each meal just as the cigarette yearn- - and Judgment. Attorney H. B. Jami-- j
with the Hot Blast Down-Dra" represented the plaintiff and J. G.
Get "Pin-- :
as any
heat
much
ing seized your mouth.
as
twice
produce
, , Fltch',. the defendant.
Tons" at Zook's;for the test
other. It is because the Down-Dra- ft
Great Animal Trainers Woman is
consumes all the fuel and the gases
MORE LAND WITHDRAWN.
at last coming into her own. Women
which arise from it, whereas in other
cab drivers in Paris; policemen in Los
heaters the gases, which constitute one-ha- lf
D. C, Oct. 10. PresiWashington,
and California and a woman
dent
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
Taft
To
has
issued
a
Stock of Meats Angeles
proclamation
mayor out in a Tittle town in Kansas,
unburhed up the chimney, You can
The eternal feminine is more eternal adding 380,555 acres of land to the
Give Us Trial.
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
than ever, and now comes woman ani Superior national forest in Minnesota.
for 36 hours.
mal trainers, who are fast crowding By the same act, he eliminated 14,455
Remember, it is fuel cost which
the masculine sex for honors which acres from the forest as unfitted for
;
These
purposes.
forestry
counts.
of
changes
they once held exclusively. One
The Wilson saves cne-ha- lf
your juel
the most famous animal trainers in raise the total area of this forest
bill.
the world is Mme. Ricardo, who has a from 910,000 acres to 1,276,100 acres. .
...
group of educated royal Bengal tigers
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La., writes- with the Al. G. Barnes biff three-ring- !
wild animal circus coming here Octo-- ! "Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Co.
ber 15. She is the only woman who Pills, and muBt confess the results
I
have
been
for
feel
like
marvelous,
has ever successfully trained these
beasts, which are the most blood a new man. I suffered from kidney
and ferocious of all denizens and bladder troubles, but Foley KidPLAZA MARKET GO. ofthirsty
ney Pills fixed me. I recommend
the forests and jungles.
Mothers' Club There will be a them to all sufferers from kidney
meeting of the Mothers' Club at 3 trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
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WITH US!
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MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER

Order

By 'Phoning Your

-

MISS A. MUGLER

Oysters,

THE PLAZA

Bakery Goods, Etc.

MarketCo.

Everything to Eat
Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

S. SPITZ,

Phone 4

THE
JEWELER

HIGH-GRAD-

E
.

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

Reliable!

WILSON HEATER
ft

GROC

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Time Pieces That Are

FLOWERS

.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Fruits,

Vegetables, Meats,
Poultry,

Come We Still Have

the Frost

Even

FOR QUALITY GROCERIES
Groceries,

Just Arrived

OCCASIONALLY.

their

a

Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply

THE

.

DRY GOODS, CLOTHING

SUITS
$17.50

Beautiful new dresses in variety of new models. The very latest new winter styles. A splendid group of charming dresses. Not many of
each kind but for early buyers every size in each,
kind.

SUITS

(

d
suits of extra qualiHigh grade,
ty. A suit to suit every fancy suits particular
The best efwomen, will want to wear now.
forts of skilled, competent tailors who are constantly trying to produce the best in tailored
suits for our store. Every garment can rightfully be termed "hand made."
man-tailore-

COATS

.

NATHAN.SALMQN

$8.50

DRESSES

DEAR MADAM:

I

to $16.00

v

Ladies' and Men's Furnishing 6oods.

May We Greet You Here Soon?
Yours Truly,

$12.50

$12.50

AND NOTIONS
Wh en yon buy Dry Goods or anything to wear you are interested in several
things. First, VALUE It's not the price you pay but what you get for the price
you pay that counts) Next, STYLE you want styles that are right up to the minute
clothes that are becoming to your personality. Then, THE HOUSE BEHIND
THE GOODS You want to buy where you know positively that satisfaction is
really guaranteed.
If the above meets your ideas, we are sure you will be satisfied if you trade at
this store a store that has built their success on satisfied customers a store that
never fails to make good on any complaint, no matter how large or how small.
We are now in our heart of merchandising on the "Satisfaction Guaranteed"
plan and our business shows a continued increase month after month, and year
after year.
We want your business, your friends' business, and your friends' friends'
business. We try to satisfy each customer so perfectly that she will be glad to recommend this store to her friends. That's why our business grows so fast.
We sell only those makes of goods which have won our reputation solely on
their merits. Each line of goods we handle is here solely because we know it is
the best of its class in the country. Careful comparison will prove the superiority
of our values.
We stand back of jour purchase with the broadest kind of a guarantee, which
means, if the goods don't satisfy you, you get your money back, and in such cases,
we do it so quickly and so willingly as to leave no doubt in your mind but that it is a
pleasure for us to do so.
Above all else, we want your good will, based on your satisfaction. You
should investigate the advantages of trading here,

to $20.00

DRESSES

I
I

The new coats are charming, "seven-eighths- "
long and with draped fullness on the shoulders,
but still narrow at the bottom. The range of
fabrics and colors is so extensive that it would
be hard to describe them all.

DRY GOODS
Popular new dress goods at unusual prices.
We are turning trade conditions to your
tage in the Dry Goods section. See that you get
your share of the savings. You will enjoy seeing the handsome fabrics now shown here.

SUITS
$17.50

I

DRESSES

to $20.00 $12.50 to $16.00

$12.50

i

$8.50
I

